“Choosing the Right Structure for
Organizations Participating in the
Mission-Based Food Production
Movement.”
Executive Summary
There has been a recent swell of interest in the potential of food production and food
sovereignty efforts to not only produce food, but in turn address a range of broader
environmental problems and social inequities. A variety of mission-based food production
efforts across the U.S., tribal nations, and around the world aim to advance a broad range of
goals including but not limited to: sovereign food systems, vocational training, youth
development, environmental stewardship, alternative economic structures, and racial justice. A
recent New York Times feature highlighted the way that local food production efforts are
collectively working to dismantle and rebuild food systems themselves.
Local efforts tend to embrace multiple programmatic objectives, and often rely on multiple
revenue types to support their missions. They take the form of nonprofit urban farms and
community gardens, cooperative farms, and food processing social enterprises, just to name a
few examples. They often have qualities of social entrepreneurship, striving for
revenue-generating models that can sustain their work. Some adhere to traditional business
models with mission-based guiding principles; others function as nonprofit organizations,
leveraging donations and grant opportunities for their work; some are hybrids with both for-profit
and non-profit structures in place. The structural formats of these efforts are almost as varied as
the efforts themselves.
As new efforts in this movement continue, proliferate, grow, and formalize, those involved must
make distinct choices regarding entity choice and structure. Optimal structures should advance
mission and accommodate funding, activities, and operations contemplated. These
organizations may wish to conduct significant product sales or fee-for-service activities to fund
their enterprise, akin to a business; they may rely on donations and grants for programming, as
in a traditional nonprofit organization; they may wish to provide ownership interest to
participants, as a co-op or mission-based business; they may rely on use of public or access to
private land in a public-private partnership or land trust. They may wish to advocate for policy
change related to their mission, and their founders may wish to maintain a certain level of
control. All of these considerations should be a part of choosing the right entity and structure.
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It’s best if a burgeoning, developing, and formalizing effort carefully chooses an infrastructure
that takes into account anticipated mission and goals, rather than allow a less thoughtful entity
choice result in unanticipated limitations on control, mission, revenue options, or activities. In
this article, we set forth key considerations for certain entity type and structural options which
may be relevant to this specific group of mission-based enterprises, providing summaries of
some of the key considerations for each type. We also provide relevant real-world examples
from the broad and inspiring movement of mission-based food production. We hope that this
overview can help guide the thinking and further exploration by change agents who are a part of
this movement about how to structure their mission-based food production efforts.

Business Model Options and Examples
501(c)3 Nonprofit Organization
Many organizations doing gardening and food production for a broader mission are interested in
the possibilities, opportunities, and benefits associated with becoming a tax-exempt nonprofit
organization. This format allows organizations to fundraise tax-deductible contributions and
write grants for their charitable activities, and clearly signals to stakeholders that the effort is
mission-based and structured for the public good. If an organization’s main focus and the bulk of
its activities relate to education and programming that serves the general public (for example,
teaching youth about gardening, educating the general public about growing food or nutrition, or
running a vocational or rehabilitative training program related to a food industry), it may be able
to become a nonprofit organization, even with more traditional “business-like” activities such as
sale of produce as a part of its overall portfolio. However, there are eligibility and compliance
requirements which should be carefully considered.
To be structured as a 501(c)3 tax-exempt nonprofit, an organization must demonstrate that it
serves a “charitable purpose” as that term is defined by law. The Internal Revenue Code
requires that the organization must be “organized and operated exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, educational, or other specified purposes
and that meet certain other requirements to be considered tax exempt under Internal Revenue
Code Section 501(c)(3).”[1] Not all food production concepts would fit this definition, so it’s
important that enterprises carefully consider the guidance on eligible charitable purpose and
compare this to their own proposed mission and activities. The key consideration for most food
production efforts will be whether the main focus of activities is educational and charitable, for
the benefit of the general public. Product sales or other more business-like activities are
allowable as a revenue source or ancillary activity serving that greater purpose, but if they are
the main focus there could be problems with eligibility.
An organization eligible for and which obtains 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status benefits from not only
exemption from tax on its own income and expenditures, but also enjoys eligibility to receive
tax-deductible contributions from donors, and grants from private foundations which must limit
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their giving to “c3”-designated organizations. Many government grants also specify that c3
status is required of applicants. This access to funding is a significant benefit, especially for
efforts that expect to need to raise a large part of their revenue through grants and donations;
however, this benefit comes with certain limitations and transparency and governance
requirements.
Tax-exempt organization laws specify that no individual may own, control, or be privately inured
by a nonprofit organization or its assets. Therefore, nonprofit organizations must be governed
by an independent Board of Directors, elected to their positions according to the organization’s
bylaws. Founders relinquish legal control of the organization to an independent board -- a factor
worth careful consideration for those launching a new endeavor. Nonprofit organizations can
support paid staff and independent contractor positions like any other enterprise so long as the
Board oversees those expenditures and rates are appropriate. 501(c)(3)-exempt nonprofit
organizations are also legally restricted to conducting only limited direct and grassroots
lobbying, and are strictly prohibited from any political activity (even simply posting preferences
for candidates or allowing staff or Board members to speak on behalf of the organization in favor
of a particular candidate). Therefore, organizations should carefully consider their advocacy
agendas prior to selecting this option.
The steps for forming a nonprofit organization include incorporation in the relevant state,
forming a board and approving bylaws, and filing an application with the IRS for tax-exemption
(including payment of filing fee). Ongoing compliance requires upholding governance and
record-keeping, appropriate use and oversight of funds, maintaining “exempt purpose” activities,
and annual reporting.
Examples:
Planting Justice (https://plantingjustice.org/)
Menikanaehkem Community Rebuilders (https://www.menomineerebuilders.org/)
Groundswell Center for Food and Farming (https://groundswellcenter.org/)
Alice’s Garden (https://www.alicesgardenmke.com/)
F.A.R.M. Cafe (https://farmcafe.org/)
Detroit Black Community Food Security Network and D-Town Farm (https://www.dbcfsn.org/)
Walnut Way (https://www.walnutway.org/)
Women’s Environmental Institute (https://w-e-i.org/)
Mentoring Positives (http://mentoringpositives.org/)
The Farmory (https://www.farmory.org/)
Chrysalis Pops (https://workwithchrysalis.org/programs/chrysalis-pops/) `

Land Trust
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Many organizations producing food for missions related to environmental stewardship,
economic justice, and food sovereignty have pursued the option of a land trust to ensure that a
key asset upon which such efforts depend -- the land itself and its ownership and access -- is
secured to serve the organization’s purpose.
Land trusts take various forms but all relate to ownership or use of land for a mission-based
purpose. Land trusts are often in the form of a nonprofit organization that acquires or stewards
land, or access to land in the form of easements. Their purposes are often focused on
environmental conservation or equitable economic development, limiting the use of the land to a
specific purpose, significantly mitigating private control of land use. Land trusts depend upon
the ability to acquire land to dedicate to the mission, either through the acceptance of donations,
cooperating with landowners to gain access to easements, or purchasing property. Choosing
the best ways to structure or use a land trust will depend upon the proposed purpose and
protection intended for the land, and how the land is acquired or accessed. Holding land in trust
may also be a part of a nonprofit organization’s broader range of activities. Land trusts can be
formed through trust documents, which are contractual relationships that owners enter into to
prescribe land use and purpose, and are also subject to any applicable property and other laws
in the relevant jurisdiction.
Examples:
Northeast Farmers of Color Land Trust (https://nefoclandtrust.org/)
American Farmland Trust (https://farmland.org/)
Kingston Land Trust (https://kingstonlandtrust.org/)
Black Family Land Trust (https://www.bflt.org/)
Marin Agricultural Land Trust (https://malt.org/)
Kumeyaay-Digueño Land Conservancy (http://www.kdlc.org/)
Maine Farmland Trust (https://www.mainefarmlandtrust.org/)
Vermont Land Trust (https://vlt.org/)

Cooperative
Many food production enterprises have chosen the cooperative model to democratize and
engage stakeholders in making and distributing food. From traditional dairy cooperatives which
help individual farmers leverage their collective trading power and shared resources, to
storefront food cooperatives where consumer members benefit from ownership in conscious
food marketplaces, cooperatives have a long and varied history in mission-based food
production. Drawing on an even broader and longstanding tradition of using cooperative
models to address societal, economic, and power inequities, recent food movement efforts,
especially worker-owner co-ops, have used this structure to create alternative ownership which
allows the collective of active contributors to the overall enterprise to direct and benefit from its
efforts.
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A cooperative, or a “co-op” is a business that is owned, controlled by, and benefits members
who participate in the enterprise in a democratic manner. Members acquire ownership through
their financial contributions or efforts, collectively control it through voting or electing its board,
and receive the benefit of its earnings through distributions, often based on owners’ level of
ownership or participation in the cooperative. Co-ops can be found across the U.S. in nearly
every sector of the economy and are governed by the relevant statutes in their respective
states. Details on structure can differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but generally, cooperatives
are created by people who have a common and specific need or interest and are willing to work
together to operate and organize a company that will meet that need. Variations of co-ops can
be distinguished by types of members -- based on their manner of actively participating in the
effort -- ranging from consumer, worker, producer, purchaser, and multi-stakeholder. Each of
these types of cooperatives have been used for food production enterprises, ranging from
worker-owned farms, to dairy producer co-ops, to consumer-owned food co-ops. Another
benefit recently cited by some mission-based food production groups is the ability for
undocumented individuals to legally be members and benefit from cooperative ownership,
whereas traditional employment options may be more limited for this group.
In general, these structures can be used to generate mission-based products and services,
build community-based food systems, create employment and broad-based ownership, promote
access to capital and labor rights -- in turn, addressing historic and present-day inequities.
However, cooperative structures and entities can be legally complex, and are best deployed
when the structure is carefully customized to suit the goals and stakeholders at the heart of a
particular effort -- while remaining compliant with applicable law. Thus, professional advice and
careful structuring is particularly important in exploring cooperative options.
Examples:
Worker Cooperatives:
Rock Steady Farm and Flowers (https://www.rocksteadyfarm.com/)
Cooperativa Tierra y Libertad
(https://ussen.org/2018/08/06/cooperativa-tierra-y-libertad/)
Multi-stakeholder Cooperative:
Fifth Season Cooperative (http://www.fifthseasoncoop.com/)
Marketing and Distribution Cooperative:
Shared Ground Farmers Co-op (https://www.sharedgroundcoop.com/)
Producer Cooperative:
SLO Farmers Co-op (https://slofarmersco-op.com/)
Organic Valley Cooperative
(https://www.organicvalley.coop/about-us/organic-food-co-op/)
Consumer Cooperative:
Seward Community Co-op (https://seward.coop/)
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Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) or other traditional business
model
Many food producers are best served by simply forming a traditional business entity -- usually in
the form of an LLC. Sole proprietorships and corporations are also forms of traditional business
entities that can be used. If the goal of a food enterprise is to make and sell a quality product or
service which promotes a bigger mission, a traditional business model may be appealing
because it is arguably the simplest and most flexible in terms of control and compliance. Many
impressive and effective values-driven restauranteurs, farmers, makers and entrepreneurs
contribute every day to and creating better food systems, healthier food options, dignified
employment, land stewardship and environmental goals, and more equitable food access
through traditional business models which make and sell great food products.
All business models generally allow for individual business owners to control and retain the
profits from an enterprise; this holds true from complex corporations with many shareholders to
the most simplistic form of business, a sole proprietorship (unincorporated individual ownership
of a business). The most popular business form is a limited liability company (LLC), which is
owned and controlled by its “member” owners. An LLC can be organized for any business
purpose. The ownership requirements are made at the discretion of the members, according to
an Operating Agreement put in place when the LLC is formed. The Members may agree to and
prescribe through the Operating Agreement various details regarding how the organization is
managed, how decision-making occurs, and how to allocate profits and losses The business is
usually financed by members’ investments and retained profits, with distributions to members of
some profits, as applicable and as determined appropriate by members. As their entity type
name implies, members are protected from liability arising from the activities of the LLC so long
as proper business practices are upheld to establish a clear separation between its members
activities and assets and those of the LLC. LLCs are usually considered the most simple and
easy-to-manage entity type, and have a maximum amount of flexibility about types of activities.
While they are business entities, they can conduct any number of mission-based activities as
the Members may prescribe. They also enjoy the freedom to conduct advocacy and political
communications and activities. Another benefit recently cited by some mission-based food
production groups is the ability for undocumented individuals to legally acquire and benefit from
LLC ownership, whereas traditional employment options may be more limited. Similar
considerations may apply to other types of business entities, including corporations and limited
liability partnerships, if they are owned by a small number of individuals or entities which have
affirmatively agreed to the goals of the entity. All such business entities may have default legal
obligations to make decisions that will maximize their members’ or shareholders’ profit, so in the
event that a traditional business entity is being explored to host a mission-based enterprise, it’s
important to have clarity about who the owners will be and how mission-based goals will be
agreed to and balanced against profit-related goals and duties.
Examples:
Sankofa Farms LLC: https://www.sankofafarmsllc.com/)
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Full Circle Community Farm (https://www.fullcircle.farm/)
Winter Green Farm (http://www.wintergreenfarm.com/)
Sylvanaqua Farms (https://www.sylvanaqua.com/)
Genuine Foods (https://www.genuinefoods.com/)
Tandem Restaurant (https://www.tandemmke.com/)

Benefit Corporation and Certified B Corps
In addition to the option to conduct mission-based food production work in a traditional business
entity, there is also now an option to strengthen the “mission-based” aspects of a business in the
form of a “benefit corporation,” a relatively new type of entity available in a majority of states.
Many food production enterprises have chosen this route to allow for a business-like focus -product sales, for example -- while clearly signaling to stakeholders and holding itself
accountable to a greater, stated purpose. Benefit corporations and Certified B Corps are
frequently, mistakenly, conflated and perceived to be one and the same. However, “Certified B
Corps” are actually benefit corporations which have opted to receive third-party certification from
the organization B-Lab as organizations that uphold certain standards for social and
environmental impact.
Benefit corporations are available as a legal entity type are available in jurisdictions that have
passed benefit corporation legislation; currently, 37 states have statutes in place which allow
formation of such entities.[5] Benefit corporations are intended to allow a business to state and
operate in furtherance of a public benefit, and to balance that with its value creation. Owners
and a board of directors govern the organization, much like a traditional corporation. Unlike a
traditional corporation, a stated public benefit and annual reporting to shareholders or members
on the public benefit, is often required. Benefit Corporations can be operated and controlled by
owners with a flexibility similar to traditional business organizations. Owners can retain profits
from the business, but there is an official recognition that profit is balanced with the public
purpose. Unlike nonprofit organizations, benefit corporations can have a flexible purpose which
may focus on business-like activities, be controlled by and create personal benefit for owners,
and may take issues-based and political positions without restrictions.
Certified B Corps are benefit corporations which receive a third-party certification administered
by the nonprofit organization “B-Lab”, which verifies an organization’s performance on their “B
Impact Assessment. [7]” The assessment measures social and environmental performance,
public transparency, and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose through a rigorous
assessment of a company’s impact on its workers, customers, community, and the environment.
Benefit corporations may choose to be certified B Corporations as well, though they are not
required to do so; conversely, traditional businesses and co-ops may seek B-Lab certification
based on the assessment measures which are relevant for their enterprise.
Example:
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Plum Organics (https://www.plumorganics.com/benefit-corp/)
Revolution Foods (https://www.revolutionfoods.com/)
Hilary’s Eat Well (https://hilaryseatwell.com/)
Finnriver Farm and Cidery (https://www.finnriver.com/)
Green City Growers (https://greencitygrowers.com/)

Mixed and Custom Models
There are many creative ways to use multiple legal entities or customize aspects of legal entities
to serve a specific mission, goals, and proposed activities. For example, for-profit LLCs that
have a nonprofit sibling entity which conducts charitable and educational activities. Umbrella
nonprofit organizations may hold a land trust or have a for-profit LLC subsidiary for streamlined
sale of products. Cooperatives may dedicate part of their mission and activities for the benefit
of the public in addition to the aspects of their mission which focuses on benefiting their
members. Charitable organizations may decide to launch a sibling advocacy organization to be
able to do grassroots and direct lobbying without running amok of the limitations on lobbying for
501(c)(3)s.
Examples:
Soul Fire Farm- LLC organized around cooperative principles with a nonprofit educational arm
(https://www.soulfirefarm.org/)
Agrarian Commons- (https://agrariantrust.org/agrariancommons/)
Coop Coffees- cooperative and Certified B Corp (https://coopcoffees.coop/)
The Federation of Southern Coops - non-profit cooperative association
(https://www.federation.coop/)
Iroquois Valley Farmland Reit- Public Benefit Corporation and B Corp Certified farmland finance
company (https://iroquoisvalley.com/)
Ohe∙láku- Among the Cornstalks- Transitioning from a 501c4 to a 501c3 for their education and
outreach work, and are establishing a cooperative for their production work
(https://www.facebook.com/AmongtheCornstalks/)

In Conclusion:
As evidenced by the many inspiring examples we’ve shared in each section above, there is a
diverse range of options for how to optimally structure mission-based food production efforts. In
choosing a structure, organizations must weigh key considerations related to activities and
advocacy central to mission, decision-making and control of the organization that fits, and
appropriate revenue sources and strategies. Ideally, through an upfront analysis of the goals
and needs of the organization, the different entity type options and their respective limitations
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and benefits, organizations can choose and establish the optimal infrastructure, and then focus
passionately on mission, working within the selected operational and legal framework. By
conducting the analysis upfront, later unexpected pitfalls or frustrating restrictions are less likely
to arise. Further, through the process of selecting and setting up the entity, there’s an
opportunity to educate and organize founders and those on the requirements and best practices
for more technical aspects of operating a new enterprise or organization before mission-based
work becomes all-consuming. The common goal for all mission-based food production is to
contribute to a better world -- through stronger communities, economies, environment, as the
case may be -- and the sum of these mission-based efforts can only be maximized if their
operational, infrastructural, and legal structures are optimized.
Before going through the process to change or create a legal entity, it is critical to obtain the
right professional services -- specifically, legal and accounting/tax advice -- if at all possible.
While weighing any of the above entity options, it’s advisable to explore further, with the input of
applicable experts, tax implications, the duties and authorities of individuals fulfilling specific
roles and positions within the various entities, and liability limitations relevant for that entity.
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[1]

More information on 501(c)3 IRS requirements here:
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organization-types
[2]
More information on cooperatives here: https://uwcc.wisc.edu/
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[3]

More information on cooperative principles here:
https://ncbaclusa.coop/resources/7-cooperative-principles/
[4]
More information on WI cooperative legal entities here:
https://resources.uwcc.wisc.edu/Legal/WIstatute185v193_2019.pdf
[5]
More information on Benefit Corporations here: https://benefitcorp.net/
[6]
More information on the 2017 Wisconsin Act 77 here:
https://www.bizjournals.com/milwaukee/news/2017/12/14/wisconsin-creates-benefit-corporation
s-a-new-for.html
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_________________________________________
NOTES for publication plan based on input from Scholars Strategy Network:
Publish mammoth of the paper- as a link that is embedded in a more conversational narrative,
storytelling piece- could drive traffic and interest back to SoHE and CommNS
-not cutting out my examples- for the white paper- annotate them- 1 sentence annotation with
the hyperlink “Based in XX, this worker-farm co-op is organized as a C3” or whatever
-keep descriptions short- top 4 or 5 for each type- and then email it out to all the groups
that are involved
-get it nice and settled and published on the blog piece
-story- me
-bigger themes-then able to talk about substantive mission based goals- to do strategic planning to ensure that
it lines up
-starting to do a little drafting of the smaller storytelling thing (I do the hook- and then meet again
in 2 weeks- and have things really rolling with it)
-Dominik- helping with Civil Eats-next time- getting something in the zone
-anchor it in the story of my connections- if Full Circle is okay with me sharing that story- being
the starting point- reflecting on the way connected to CommNS- them getting these kinds of
questions regularly- this is a really relevant area where
-how after these years talking about social enterprise- challenging NP industrial complex- here
is an area where different models are carrying forward really promising ways of differently
structuring stuff

-

-

-

Right now- written as a report
Could be good to take out examples/ end notes
SSIR- have very in depth submission guidelines published online- 6 different types of
articles- would want to look at those (only one it would work for is a featured piece in
terms of length)- https://ssir.org/about/submission_guidelines#printmagazinesubmissions
Typically 2000 word length maximum- for online pieces- which would require cutting
- Narrativize and tell stories- because it is much more compelling- right now it is
more dense- could be more engaging
NPQ not currently receiving article submissions
- Mark Sidel- Law School- of nonprofit quarterly
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-

-

Opinion pieces only from chronicle of philanthropy
If we were to self-publish- how to get it out there- can still reach out to reporters to see if
there is interest in covering this as a story?
- Typically has worked better when its brand new research (timely, new angle)
Try and pair report with a more synthesized version of it (blog post/op-ed)- 750 wordsnarrative- focus on examples/ version

-

Diversity of Mission-Based Food Sector- summative overview

-

750 words- standard
1) Target audience- who will actually reach the people you’re hoping to drive to the
white paper
2) Need to have ONE central argument you are trying to make
3) Using the story to support the argument
a) The organizations can create change and sustainable food systems
i)
Building the piece around making the case
b) What is our argument- share my story
i)
CIVIL EATS- better tactic than SSIR to reach the argument you
want to reach
ii)
opinion/ cover piece- and then link to a guide

Put together a draft of a piece- and send Dominik the info for research/

1. What are your goals for this piece? What are you hoping to accomplish by publishing
this?
-

To provide key questions/information for consideration for people trying to create food
systems change- to help further actualize their work
To educate change agents and distill information about entity choice and structural and
strategic considerations for their efforts so they can be as successful as possible
To raise awareness with broad audiences, particularly those interested in nonprofit and
mission-based work, about the range of inspiring food systems efforts and the diversity
of their structural models -- by illuminating the breadth of this work there is a possibility
that policy-makers and community leaders and funders will take a closer look; we
perceive there is currently a low level of awareness of this full landscape and its many
creative approaches to sustainability and impact (which relate to organizational
structure)

2. And on a related note, who is your target audience? Who do you want to make sure will
see this?
2 audiences:
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1) Nonprofit and social innovation change agents, thought leaders, and academics
in the food systems space
How it is currently written. . . .
- SSIR or NPQ or Chronicle of Philanthropy type publication (is there
an equivalent mixed-audience type publication as these in the Food
Systems realm)- more of a white paper or report?
- The piece provides a useful high-level overview of entity choices and gets
at key issues these publications explore including structural and business
model considerations for nonprofits and mission-based work as well as
“how change is made”. . . . .these publications also seem to have a mixed
audience -- thought leaders, academics, and practitioners -- all of whom
might use this piece as currently written for different reasons
(understanding the big picture, obtaining applicable information for
advising front-lines operations, teaching students, informing nonprofit
leaders who are facing these questions now).
- The article currently provides a pretty sweeping overview of the
landscape of entity and structural choices in this field and provides
real-life examples.
- We could pitch this to SSIR or NPQ as a baseline piece to then
later accompany with a series of storytelling pieces on individual
examples.
2) People interested in food and food systems, including both everyday readers who
care about this and people who work in this industry or in related fields
- Extending from the current version with much more storytelling on the examples
we’ve already identified.
- Civil Eats?- more of an op-ed, blog piece, or a series of those types of
pieces which feature food systems efforts with different structures? To
reach people that are doing work in the food system trying to create
change in all sorts of ways- to be a thought provoking question on how to
better actualize change when understanding limitations/possibilities of
their organizational structure and other strategic considerations.
- Would need to decide- do we try and tell one story throughout or bring in
more voices from people in the different business models? If so, do we
reach out to one group from each section? Focus on WI?

Allison notes from earlier drafting:
Strategizing for Success: How to Leverage Organizational Structure for Actualizing Change
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Outlet for publication: Nonprofit Quarterly
At year three of a five-year capital campaign, phase one of three has yet to be reached. Donors
say that the educational programs are not a good investment, and that they want to support
infrastructure development and innovative technologies. The original community supporters
have grown tired of the lack of progress and are losing momentum for the project. The small
staff’s time is overwhelmingly dedicated to acquiring funding. The organization has reached a
critical junction: stay on its current path and slowly peter out or redefine its purpose to align with
funder priorities.
Unfortunately, stories like these are all too common. As practitioners and consultants for
nonprofits and community organizations, we have witnessed too many of these scenarios. So,
what do we do about it? We think it starts with a fundamental question: how does our
organization’s structure support or inhibit our mission?
We notice that as organizations form, they ask: How do we, as an organization, enact change?
and What values and principles guide our work?. While these are critical questions that any
organization must contemplate, these questions are often asked without the complementary
question: What do we need to consider in deciding the legal entity that our organization sets up?
The legal entity of an organization determines and defines the way an organization operates. It
is therefore paramount that various legal entities are explored before determining the one that
will best enable an organization to fulfill its mission.
[7]
[8]

More information the B Corporation Certificate here: https://bcorporation.net/about-b-corps
More information on land trusts in Wisconsin here: https://gatheringwaters.org/

-------------------------CUTTING ROOM FLOOR

Planting Justice is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization based in San Francisco, CA. Since 2009,
they have “built over 450 edible permaculture gardens in the San Francisco Bay Area, worked
with five high-schools to develop food justice curricula, and created 40 green jobs in the food
justice movement for folks transitioning from prison.” Their work spans three areas: food
sovereignty, economic justice, and community healing. Planting Justice addresses the
structural inequalities of the industrial food system by building edible gardens throughout the
Bay Area, and cultivating urban farms and training centers, so that communities are empowered
to grow their own food. They address economic justice through creating meaningful green jobs
that provide fair wages, comprehensive benefits, and a dignified work environment. Planting
Justice also supports healing justice in collaboration with marginalized communities who “have
been severed from their most optimal wellness due to structural oppression.”
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Menikanaehkem is a 501(c)(3) “grassroots community organization based on the Menominee
Reservation in Northeast Wisconsin working to revitalize (their) communities.” Their mission is
“to rebuild (their) communities by relying on (their) traditional organizing roots and striving for
Community Wellness.” Through their five initiatives- the Women’s Leadership Cohort, Oskeh
Pematesewak, Food Sovereignty, Energy Sovereignty, and Tiny Homes for Healing- they “come
together with one heart and one mind to create hope for (their) future, through connecting to
(their) identity and Spirit... with an unclouded vision and determination to honor (their)
differences and embrace (their) strengths as First Nations People.” Their food sovereignty
initiative is working to reclaim their food sovereignty and ancestral foodways through “access to
local food and the necessary infrastructure for a farm on the Menominee Reservation.”
Northeast Farmers of Color Land Trust (NEFOC LT) is a hybrid model land trust that brings
together “a community land trust model and a conservation land trust model to reimagine land
access as well as conservation and stewardship of communities and ecosystems, with the goal
of manifesting a community vision that uplifts global Indigenous, Black, and POC relationships
with land, skills, and lifeways.” NEFOC advances secure and permanent land tenure through
“rematriating land and seeds; farmland stewardship, envisioning ways to be in reciprocity with
land and creation, and by reimagining what the word ‘farmer’ stands for.” The land trust
“centers BIPOC voices and leadership and honors Indigenous sovereignty, while healing
colonial harm and protecting our future by creating a carbon drawdown in the Northeast and
informing climate policy locally, regionally, and nationally.”
American Farmland Trust is a national organization (with their national office in Washington
D.C.) that has been working to bring agriculture and the environment together since 1980,
through their holistic approach to farmland and ranchland, “protecting it from development,
promoting environmentally sound farming practices, and keeping farmers on it.” To date, they
have protected “over 6.5 million acres of farmland and ranchland in perpetuity” through
agricultural conservation easements, reduced development on “over 300 million acres by
advancing smart-land use planning and tax policies,” pioneered and promoted “cutting-edge
conservation practices on tens of thousands of farms and ranches across the nation,” and
catalyzed “over $117 billion in federal and state funds that enables farmers and ranchers to
protect their land and adopt new conservation practices.”
Sankofa Farms is an LLC farm with a goal to “create a sustainable food source for minorities in
both rural and urban areas located in Durham and Orange County, North Carolina.” They are a
multifaceted agricultural entity that offers dehydrated chips, farm fresh eggs, farm goods, and a
summer agricultural program. They seek to “assist in changing the food intake of those living in
and affected by food deserts.” Sankofa Farms provides educational opportunities for youth and
operate an educational academy targeting African American youth (11-17). They aim “to
improve the perception of STEM and agriculturally related professions, increase the dollars
earned, improve career readiness skills, and improve school performance for (their) attendees.”
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Full Circle Community Farm is a multi-member LLC farm based in Seymour, WI that
specializes in organic vegetables, beef cattle, poultry, and pigs. Their mission is to “provide
high-quality organic food while creating a community-based farming model that will revitalize
farms and communities across the country.” They are leaders in the state for organic food
production and rotational grazing practices. They are actively involved in revitalizing the local
food system, through their participation in the SLO Farmers Cooperative, educational work with
Northeastern Wisconsin Technical College’s Sustainable Food and Agricultural Systems
Associates Degree, and community work with New Leaf Foods nonprofit organization.
Rock Steady Farm and Flowers is “a LGBTQIA+ owned and operated cooperative farm,
rooted in social justice, growing sustainable vegetables in Millerton, NY.” The farm was founded
in 2015, manages 12 acres, and seeks to “increase equity in the food system, create safer
spaces for queer and BIPOC farmers to thrive,” and promote regenerative farming practices.
The farm operates a 450-member sliding scale CSA model that provides free and subsidized
shares, in addition to wholesale sourcing for selected restaurants, food pantries and other
organizations. They also work in close partnership with neighbors, nonprofits, and community
partners on land based projects, working to build equity in their region.
Fifth Season Cooperative is a multi-stakeholder cooperative based in Viroqua, WI with a
mission to “produce, process, and market healthy, local foods in our region by supporting the
values of environmental, social, and economic fairness for all.” As a regional food hub,
incorporated in 2010, they aggregate and distribute local food to hospitals, schools, and
businesses throughout the Driftless Region, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Madison, and Chicago.
The cooperative has six classes of membership, consisting of members throughout the supply
chain, including: producers, producer groups (that aggregate and sell products), processors,
distributors, buyers, and workers. Their work has provided critical infrastructure to “bridge the
gap between producers and buyers in the 7 Rivers Region.”
Plum Organics is a Benefit Corporation with the food philosophy that “little ones deserve the
very best food from the very first bite.” They have a complete line of baby foods and toddler
snacks and their products are always organic, non-GMO, and made with whole and simple
ingredients. While they were originally structured as a corporation, they converted their business
model to a benefit corporation when the legislation became available in the state of Delaware in
2013. Their public benefit is “delivering nourishing, organic food to our nation’s little ones and to
raise awareness and advance solutions for childhood hunger and malnutrition in the United
States.” They accomplish this through their program “The Full Effect” that, to date, has donated
21,035,488 meals and snacks to little ones in need across America.
Revolution Foods is a “passionate and mission-driven” Certified B Corporation working to
ignite a healthy food revolution.” With a home office in Oakland, CA, they support communities
with culturally relevant, healthy meals and “believe everyone deserves healthy and great-tasting
food.” Revolution Foods designs, produces, and delivers 2 million meals per week nationwide.
They specialize in reimbursable school meals for K-12 students. Additionally, Revolution Foods
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works with municipalities and nonprofit partners to ensure that adults and seniors have access
to healthy, culturally relevant meals.
Soul Fire Farm is an “Afro-Indigenous centered community farm committed to uprooting racism
and seeding sovereignty in the food system.” They began as a sole proprietorship and then
transitioned to a worker-run nonprofit organization to support their educational programs
(Penniman, 2018). Their land is held in an LLC that adheres to the cooperative principles, and
allows “maximum flexibility and the ability for members, including children, to build equity.”
(Penniman, 2018, p.33). They “raise and distribute life-giving food as a means of ending food
apartheid” and work “with a deep reverence for the land and wisdom of their ancestors (to)
reclaim our collective right to belong to the earth and have agency in the food system.” They do
this by bringing together diverse communities to “share skills on sustainable agriculture, natural
building, spiritual activism, health, and environmental justice” to train “the next generation of
activist-farmers and strength(en) the movements for food sovereignty and community
self-determination.”
Agrarian Trust “co-creates local Agrarian Commons through establishing 501(c)(2) and
501(c)(25) land-holding entities to support land-holding entities to support land access and
tenure for the next generation of farmers. Agrarian Trust is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. The Agrarian
Commons “hold land in community-centered entities that are subsidiaries of the national
501(c)(3) Agrarian Trust. All decision making within an Agrarian Commons takes place at the
local 501(c)(2) governance structure. Their model offers the same types of land protection that
many land trusts do, but also “also offers protection of whole farms and natural ecosystems for
land access, equity, and affordability for farmers, health of soils, water, biodiverse systems, and
agrarian enterprises interconnected to community”
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